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attention to details.
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SINCE 1964
A market leader for more than 60 

years…  today  Piuma d’Oro  is the 

Carnival snacks  key supplier for the 

large-scale retail distribution and the 

wholesalers.

High quality standards, attention for

details and continuous innovation

targets made possible for a local

company to become a leader in its

industrial sector, with a market share

close to 85% of the

Italian Carnival snack’s

market.

Thanks to its

modern facilities,

Piuma d’Oro

is now

achieving significant

results also at the

international level.

In 2015 the Piuma d’Oro company

purchased the Dulcis Mania s.r.l.,

underlining its determination to

face up to future challenges.



Currently, Piuma D’Oro 

produces about 50 000 kg/day of  products,

especially fried snacks for Carnival recurrence.

Operating on a total area of  35,000 m², with 10,000 m² 

covered, the company operates with about 250 workers, 

among which over 200 are seasonal.

Expression of a strategy specifically

designed for international market,

PIUMA D’ORO is a pioneer

turning traditional

products into

original snacks

to share.

Traditional

specialties 

are 

rediscovered 

in a completely 

new way and 

able to associate 

the idea of  street food with that of  

pastry.



A special care for our recipes

The perfect mix of few, simple and natural ingredients.

Flour, water, sugar and butter, with a particular care in the workmanship of the dough, are the

secrets for our unique fragrant and crunchy puff pastry.

Raw materials are selected by quality control:

we do our best to guarantee the high quality level of each ingredient in our recipes.



Piuma D’Oro 

distribution

targets:

✓Large-scale retail

distribution

✓Discount store

✓Confectionery wholesale

✓Food wholesale

✓Ho.re.ca.

✓Bakery



Our Mission
Consolidate a network of international contacts, improve commercial

relationships with importers and distributors in order to increase the flow of

exports by setting up partnerships with the main GDO global players.

“A thousand miles journey always

begins with the first step”

(Lao Tzu)
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